
SECOND HAND TIPS FROM A SECOND TIME MUMMA 

by Ruth Howard 

When I had my first child, a little boy, I will admit that I was a bit of a snob. Everything had to be brand 
new, fresh from the packet and washed at least three times before being vacuum packed and placed in 
a drawer awaiting the big day. Looking back on it now, we spent an absolute fortune kitting our tiny poop, 
puke, milk machine in the finest attire. All of the kind hand me down gestures we were offered where 
met with a “Oh yes, that would be lovely” or “I think we already have that”, promptly followed by a change 
in conversation. 

Needless to say, our dear son was crawling around at play groups in his Sunday best while I tried to 
patch up my latest hole in the crotch of my maternity jeans. But second time round we were met with the 
amazing gift of a little baby girl. As happy as we were, I had hoarded all my son’s clothes for the last two 
years and there was a lot of blue! After the first few trips out being met with a chorus of “what a gorgeous 
little boy you have”, I felt it was time to invest in a few new pieces for our wardrobe. 

However, this wasn’t our first rodeo and I was not going to be suckered into the baby clothes/toys cash 
cow this time! So here are a few money saving tips that I have learnt from my second time around: 

 Take those hand me downs. Friends and family will be glad to get rid of their children’s outgrown 
clothes and toys, as well as being able to help you out. What’s not to love! 

 Pay back the clothes karma. Pass on the items you have been given, or help a friend out with 
your unwanted items. You never know when the favour will be returned. 

 Buy second hand; find your local second hand children’s store, browse online websites, (ebay is 
your new best friend) join Mummy forums like Naturalmamas and look out your local free listings 
such as gumtree or freecycle. Second hand sales at churches and car boots are also a fantastic 
place to find real gems. You will be amazed at the quality items you find at these events for a 
fraction of the retail price. Remember children outgrow clothes so quickly, it’s not hard to find 
items in nearly new condition. 

 De-clutter! While browsing for your needed new items, sell your old. Win, win. 
 Splash out on quality. If you feel like treating yourself, splash out on an item you know will have 

a good re-sale value, that way you are really only paying a percentage of the R.R.P. 
 Take a pack lunch (for you too). It’s so easy to lovingly prepare food to go for your little one, and 

when it comes to lunch time what is Mummy going to eat? One thing is for sure, toddlers aren’t 
keen on sharing. That sandwich you pop into the shop to buy ends up turning into a second lunch 
for baby, and of course they eat what you bought too. The added bonus of your own packed 
lunch: you can scoff yours while they aren’t looking. Pop a cheeky chocolate bar in there too; you 
never know when you might need that pick me up. 

 Buy a decent coffee flask. If like me, you run on coffee, avoid the coffee shop stop by investing 
in a decent heat retaining flask. Make sure it’s one that will keep is hot for several hours, because 
let’s face it, sometimes that is how long you need to drink a coffee. A flask with a decent seal will 
avoid spillage when the pram is jostling around and give you enough time to rescue it from your 
toddler when they decide they are just not hyper enough. 

 Go reusable. Cloth nappies and wipes will save you close to £1885 from birth to potty, with a 
small initial lump sum investment of around £200-£300. You can save much more going second 
hand, or cutting up an old towel to use as wipes. Don’t forget you can use them for any future 
babies too. Then there is the added bonus of a giant padded bum and some gorgeous nappy 
prints, it’s hard to resist. fill-your-pants.com is a favourite nappy haven of mine, and you can 
collect points to use in future purchases while you are at it. 

 Carry that baby. Baby wraps and soft structured carriers cover all ranges of the price spectrum, 
and you can always get a real bargain second hand. If you delve right into it and resist the large 
purchase of a pram, you can save yourself one of the largest initial outlays for a baby. If you 
figure out carrying your baby isn’t for you, you can buy a pram at any point. lovetobenatural.co.uk 
has a fantastic array sling choices. 



Going second hand will really save you the earth, and let’s not forget about the environmental impact all 
our recycling will do too. The main bonus I find from second hand, especially with toys, is if it’s survived 
at least one child, you know it is in for the long haul. 

 

Thanks Ruth for your fabulous tips! 

Don’t forget to checkout the Undertendollars Facebook page 
and SHARE with your friends 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Undertendollars/475883415801412?ref=ts&fref=ts

